
Living Bread
IAM02

Bible Verses: Mark 6:30-44, Mark 14:22-25, Luke 22:14-20, John 6:35-40 and 47-51.

Warming Up 5 mins  Activity

The aim of this session is to see that Jesus can satisfy us fully. 

Leader’s notes

Bread of life.... Bread of Heaven... How is Jesus like bread? Why compare yourself to bread at all? The
answers I have come up with can be summarised like this:
Bread fills us up. Jesus can satisfy all our needs, if we let him. But we look elsewhere... for instance,
we might go shopping or eat chocolate to fill a hole in our lives, but talking to Jesus can actually fill the
hole permanently.
Bread sustains us- it’s a slow release carbohydrate food, which means that it gives us energy. The
Bible tells us that those that wait on God renew their strength: Jesus strengthens and sustains us.
Bread is freely available all over the world – Jesus also came for the whole world.
Bread helps us to grow. We grow spiritually by spending time with Jesus.

But there is another aspect to bread which I didn’t really put together until I began to think about this
session. When Jesus presented the last supper, he told the disciples that the bread was “his body”.
And every time we take holy communion we listen to the words, “This is my body, broken for you.”
Jesus is literally the bread of life: he sacrificed his body so that we can have life. And when we eat
bread we remember that he died in our place. Thus part of this session looks at communion, and how
Jesus died for us.

The start of the session looks at how bread is good for us, but there is also an activity which looks at
metaphors and why we might use them, because in the rest of this series we will be looking at things
Jesus says he was, and children of this age have not usually come across metaphorical language and
won’t necessarily realise what metaphors are and why they are used. Metaphors are a short cut for
explaining in depth things about people.

The Bible section looks at the feeding of the 5,000 but goes on to look at the way that the crowd
followed Jesus because he had given them bread, rather than because they wanted him. Do we follow
Jesus for himself or for his benefits?

One of the activities in the response section follows this point up: where do we turn when we are tired
and depressed? Do we eat chocolate or do we go and talk to Jesus about it? The right response is to
come to the bread of life to be satisfied.... but we often take the wrong response! May God help us to
come regularly to Jesus to satisfy our needs. 

Note: Being about bread, food is involved in many items in this session. Please ensure that you're
aware of and cater for any food allergies beforehand.

I Am Alive!
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Getting Started 10 mins  Activity

Everybody – leaders too – stands in a circle. Choose someone to start with. This child says, “I am
alive! I can... (Hop)” and does the action that they have said. The next child adds to it, “I’m alive! I can
(hop) and (clean my teeth)” This child does the first action and adds a new action for the thing they have
suggested. Carry on around the circle and see if anyone can remember everything! In a large group
you may want to split into smaller groups, or start a new list every 8 or 10 children.

Finish by shouting out, “We are alive! Thank you God for giving us life!”

The Point: To think about what being alive means.  

Equipment

None.

Metaphorically Speaking

Sit the children down. Ask them if they know what a metaphor is and why we might use them. Say that
sometimes we describe people by using metaphors. For instance, all the children have probably been
called “monkeys” or “monsters”. What does it mean when an adult calls you a monkey? Sometimes
adults might be described as “party animals” – what might that mean? Sometimes people are
described more seriously. For instance, someone might describe a friend as a “rock”. What might that
mean?

Ask the children to get into small groups. They should think of something that they could describe each
member of their group as – for instance, if they have someone who is always laughing they could call
him “a hyena!” if someone is very quiet they could call her a “still night” ... They will be surprisingly
creative!

Ask each group to present their members using their new descriptive names. If you have a lot of time –
or a very small group – you could ask the groups to say the name of one of their members and the rest
of the children should guess who the group is referring to. If you are brave you could ask them to come
up with metaphor names for the leaders!

Say that when we use metaphors we explain a lot about a person... It’s a sort of shortcut. Say that
Jesus often described himself in metaphors, and today we will be looking at what he meant when he
said that he was bread!

The Point: To begin to understand why people might describe themselves using metaphors. 

Equipment

None.
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Digging In 10 mins  Bible Study

More About Bread

Divide the children into small groups, each with a leader, and discuss these passages in more detail.
Questions have been suggested to start the discussion off, but don’t let them limit it!

Before reading the first passage, discuss how it talks about eating flesh and drinking blood, but that this
is meant as a metaphor – it's not literal but Jesus is relating his body to other objects that we need to
live. Just like someone might say 'You are my sunshine' or 'This class is a zoo!'.

John 6:53-57

Luke 22:14-20

John 6:35-40

The Point: To unpack the idea of Jesus being the bread of life. 

Equipment

Bibles.

When Jesus says that He is true or real food, what does He mean? What does food do?

How can we “eat Jesus’ body”?

If we eat Jesus’ body, what happens to us at the end of time?

What does it mean to be “one” with Jesus? (or "remain" or "abide" in Him?)

How would we live our lives if we thought and did the same things Jesus did?

Ask the children if they know what happens in Holy Communion. Explain to them that when Jesus
died on the cross, His body was broken for us. When we take communion, we remember this.

What two things did Jesus share with his disciples in this passage?

What did He say about the bread?

What did He say about the wine?

What should we remember when we take Holy Communion?

How does this tie in with Jesus being the bread of life?

Why will no one who comes to Jesus ever be hungry or thirsty again?

Is Jesus speaking about physical hunger or about something else?

How does Jesus help us to be “full up”?

Who sent Jesus? Whose will does Jesus follow?

What is God’s will for us?

How did Jesus make sure that God’s will could actually happen?
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Response 10 mins  Prayer

Only Jesus Is Satisfying

Ask the children what sort of things they do when they are feeling tired, grumpy, cross or upset.

For instance – they might watch TV, play on their computer, skip, shop, eat chocolate... Give them
paper and pens and ask them to draw what they turn to when they are not happy.

Put the finished pictures on a table and put a loaf of bread in the centre. Say that we all turn to other
things when we are upset – but Jesus is the bread of life and he can supply all our needs if we let Him.

Challenge the children to turn to Jesus when they are upset – to come to Him first and pray about the
situation instead of doing something to temporarily take their mind off it. Invite them all to take a piece
of bread to eat as they pray that they will always turn to God first. Ask them to imagine that there is a
hole inside them, and all of the other things they turn to just pass through that hole, but Jesus – the
bread of life – doesn't just pass through it: He fills it completely. Only He can truly satisfy. Ask the
children to remember this so that, when we're at a crossroads and can turn to something else or to
Jesus, we make the most fulfilling choice.

As this has been a bready session, you may prefer to have fruit cake or banana loaf to make a change!

The Point: To remember that we can turn to Jesus to satisfy our emotional needs. 

Equipment

Paper and pens, loaf of bread (or picture if you are tired of bread by now!)
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